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Initial maturity of 30~79' days- The reason banks mention most frequently for withdrawing from Federal Reserve membership is the cost of reserve requirements imposed on members relative to reserve requirements of the various states for nanmember banks.' Thus, an examination of the nature of state reserve requirements forms an important part of any analysis of declining Federal Reserve membership.
Of the previous studies dealing with state reserve requirements, the most comprehensive is that by Robert E. Knight.
2 Knight listed the reserves required by each state on various classes of deposit liabilities and the bank assets which qualify as reserves. In the four intervening years since the Knight study was published, reserve requirements have been changed in several states. The description of reserve requirements in this paper expands upon those in previous studies by including information on how states monitor the reserve positions of nonmember banks and enforce reserve requirements.
RESERVES REQUIRED OF FEDERAL RESERVE M.EMBERS
Member bank reserve requirements are discussed before considering state reserve requirements to facilitate comparison betweesm thesn. Reserve requirenments of Federal Reserve nmembers on net denmand deposits are graduated, marginal requirenmeats being higher for larger banks (see Table I ). Reserve requirenmemmts on time deposits also tend to be higher for larger banks because of the higher requirement on that portion of time deposits witlm initial nmaturities between 30 and 179 days iss excess of $5 million. The supervisors indicated that these non-dollar penalties are seldom imposed.
SUM! 'IARY
The reasons most commonly given for declining Federal Reserve membership deal with the level and form of reserve requirements on Federal Reserve member banks relative to those imposed by states on nonmember banks. Upon examination, however, comparisons of reserve reqniretnents of member and nonmember banks are difficult, Deposits subject to reserve requirements differ between the Federal Reserve and state banking agencies, and among states. The periods over which reserve accounts must be settled also vary among states, from weekly periods (as w'ith the Federal Reserve) to monthly periods (as in one state).
More importantly, the form in which reserves may be held differs crucially between requirements of the Federal Reserve and those of the states. While member banks must hold their reserves in cash or as deposits in their Federal Reserve Banks, nonmember banks in a majority of states may invest their reserves in interest-earning assets. Nonmember banks in seven states have no cash reserve requirements; in six of those states they may meet all of their reserve requirements with interest-bearing assets, and in Illinois, nonmember banks have no statutory reserve requirements.
It is also important to note that enforcement of reserve requirements by most states is not as strict as that by the Federal Reserve. Thirty-seven states do not require nonmember banks to file frequent reports detailing reserve positions. Moreover, 30 states have no dollar penalties assessed on banks with reserve deficiencies.
